
 Cedar Hot Tub
Installation Guide



After levelling and preparing your hot tub
pad to your liking, run a thick bead of silicone

caulking down the groove between the two
halves of your hot tub's base, and press them

together securely to create a bond

1.



2. Screw in the 3 long lateral ribs as
shown, followed by the additional

shorter center joiner



3. Begin adding one vertical stave after the
next, working your way around in a circle,

with the base of each stave in contact with
your hot tub pad



4. Use a rubber mallet to
tap in any last staves that

resist forming a circle

5. Add the first lower metal barrel strap at the
same height as your floor, and tighten with a
pair of wrenches until the cylindrical tension

posts are 80mm apart



6. Add the following two
barrel straps, one of them
directly in the middle, and

the uppermost one
equidistant to the top

edge as the lower one is
to the bottom edge. Then
further tighten each of

the 3 barrel straps a little
more to achieve

maximum tension



7. Position your stove towards one edge of
your base, and screw down each of the

attachment points on its base



8. Lay the stove panel down overtop the stove
as indicated

9. Screw the stove panel down at the
indicated points



10. Screw down the slatted stove
gate on both ends



11. Working around in a circle, screw down the
feet of the bench supports and then the joiner

points on the edges of the bench surface



12. Assemble the front step using screws at the
red circles indicated and capped bolts at the

green circles



13. Screw in the horizontal slats of the front
steps as shown



14. Align your steps with the uppermost internal
bench for ease and safety when entering



15. Erect the remainder of your chimney pipe,
and your hot tub is ready to fill and fire up!


